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Dear Sirs 
 
RE: Public Hearings in relation to the Must Carry Amendment Regulations 
 
 

1 We refer to the public hearings into the Must Carry Amendment Regulations which took 

place in June and July 2021 and, more particularly, eMedia’s oral  submissions made to 

you on 7 July 2021.   

 

2 During these submissions various questions were raised by the Authority and members 

of the public. Subsequently, these were sent to us in an email dated 9 July 2021.  In this 

email the Authority requested a response to the questions by 29 July 2021.  The answers 

to these questions are set out below. 

 
3 As requested, a copy of eMedia’s presentation to the DCDT Draft White Paper is 

attached marked “A”. 

 

4 Prior to dealing with the questions, we wish to point out and record that eMedia has 

repeatedly requested to be provided with a written legal opinion prepared by Multichoice 

and which allegedly substantiates Multichoice’s submissions that certain of eMedia's 

regulatory suggestions are unlawful and unenforceable. The legal opinion was 

mentioned by Mr Steven Budlender SC during Multichoice’s own oral hearings. During 

the hearing, eMedia requested that it be provided with a copy of the opinion which, we 

understand, was not submitted under confidentiality and in respect no confidentiality was 

granted. At the hearing, MultiChoice agreed to share the opinion with eMedia (and other 

members of the public). 
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5 We have since made numerous requests for the Authority to provide eMedia with the 

opinion. On 21 July 2021, we received an email from you advising us that the Authority 

had deliberated on eMedia’s request to obtain MultiChoice’s legal opinion. You advised 

us that the Authority generally shares non-confidential supplementary submissions on 

its website and that “should MultiChoice’s legal opinion be non-confidential it will be 

shared on the Authority’s website as well”.  We have been unable to find a copy of the 

opinion on the ICASA website.  

 
6 On 27 July 2021, we (through our attorney’s, Rosengarten & Feinberg) responded to 

your e mail of 21July 2021, placing eMedia’s position on record that it would suffer 

prejudice and have been treated in an administratively unfair manner if ICASA persisted 

with its stance in not making the opinion available to it despite Multichoice agreeing that 

it could be shared. The letter recorded that if ICASA only had access to an opinion by 

one party dealing with why another party’s legal submissions were incorrect (and bear 

in mind this was first raised by Multichoice at the oral hearings) without giving the 

affected party a proper period to respond and provide its own opinion, this would be both 

prejudicial and administratively unfair. A right of reply is, quite simply, a basic pillar  of 

natural justice. Unfairly, you requested our opinion be provided together with these 

submissions. Of course, this is impossible until we have access to the opinion. We now 

understand that, in view of the request contained in the letter of 27 July 2021, and the 

accompanying reservation of rights, ICASA is considering its position and will 

communicate its decision to us in due course. Once again, all our rights in this regard 

are reserved given the huge impact any resultant Must Carry Regulations will have on 

the broadcast industry in general and the eMedia subsidiaries in particular. 

 
7 We now turn to the questions asked of us: 

 

8 E.tv responded at the Must Carry Amendment Regulations oral hearings that its 

population reach is 77% but what is important is the share of television audience. 

E.tv promised to make a supplementary submission on the share of television 

audience 

 

8.1 e.tv’s channels, in line with its licence conditions, are targeted at a broad spectrum of 

the general public by providing news, entertainment, information programming, and 

children’s programming in various languages. Their licence contains numerous 

provisions as to the nature, manner, and extent such public service programming must 
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be provided.  Many of the programming requirements set out in its licence are similar 

to those imposed on the SABC. Again, as an example,  much like the SABC, etv has 

local content obligations including the obligation to ensure that 45% of broadcast time 

consists of local television content. MultiChoice has NO such obligations in its licence. 

 

8.2 The most recent audience share figures from June 2021 show that, eMedia’s 

audience share was 34,26% and SABC’s audience share was 30,75%. This clearly 

shows that FTA channels are the most watched in South Africa and combined makes 

up 65% of television audiences. 

 

 

 

 

9 Given the fact that the ECA, section 67(7) is prescriptive on the type of pro-

competitive remedies the Authority may impose on a “dominant player”, how 

does eMedia see ICASA utilising this process to impose must carry obligations 

on an entity found to be having significant market power 

 

9.1 eMedia is of the view at it is not necessary for the Authority to be limited by section 

67(7) of the ECA. In this regard, the amendment of the Must Carry regulations is not 

dependant on whether any particular broadcaster is a “dominant player”. In addition, 

should the Authority see the need to impose pro-competitive remedies on a “dominant 

player”, section 67(7) does not limit the Authority’s powers and the Authority could 

consider additional terms and conditions beyond those listed in 67(7) should it see the 
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need to. The suggestion is not that the Authority impose specific conditions on entities 

found to have significant market power, but that the Must Carry Regulations regulate 

subscription broadcasters generally for the reasons set out in the presentation made 

at the oral hearings. 

 

9.2 Moreover, it was explained during the oral hearings that it is legally permissible to 

extend the Must Carry regulations (or other) regulations so that subscription 

broadcasters are also obliged to carry the channels of private FTA broadcasters. The 

ECA does not prohibit this. The relevant legislation does not limit the Authority’s 

discretion and ability to also extend the Regulations to other commercial FTA 

broadcasters with a public service mandate. Additionally, the Authority could provide 

for this either in the general licence terms applicable to subscription broadcasters 

generally or it could make such specific provisions  a term/s of any particular licence. 

 

 

10  Michael Dearham: Big thanks to eMedia for a well-considered presentation. For 

me the central issue in eMedia Must Carry proposition is whether a commercially 

driven private FTA channel can be considered to truly serve a public service 

interest. Commercial channels serve commercial interest rather than public 

interest. It is for this reason that DCDT white paper recommendation that SABC 

commercial channels/stations be transformed to public service channels 

precisely to deal with its 'unfunded public service Mandate'. 

 

10.1 eMedia repeats what is set out in paragraph 7.1. In view of the numerous public 

service obligations in its licence, it truly does serve the public interest. Unlike 

MultiChoice who has no such obligations, it is precluded from, for example, 

broadcasting foreign movies and series throughout the day at the expense of local 

news and public affairs programmes, children’s programmes, broadcasting local 

content, broadcasting in other languages and the like. All of the above programmes 

clearly serve the public interest.  

 

11 Mgqibelo Gasela: eMedia have submitted that there exists in Kenya a precedent 

on the “must carry” of all free to air broadcasters by pay TV operators, can eMedia 

outline whether; 

a) This “must carry” is on all platforms or DTT only; 

b) Indeed there is actual carriage of all free to air broadcasters on pay TV 

operators; and 
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c) If such regulation is enforced in Kenya, is there space for any commercial 

arrangements amongst FTA broadcasters and pay TV operators? 

 

11.1 As explained at the hearings, e.tv is aware that in Kenya, the pay TV operator Gotv 

(which is owned by Multichoice), is required not to switch off subscribers who do not 

pay their subscriptions from their access to FTA channels. In this regard, GOtv had 

previously cut access to these FTA channels when subscribers had not paid. GOtv 

had also barred its users from receiving channels transmitted from Free Trade 

Agreement signals such as PANG, Signet, Bamba and ADN. However, in March 2020 

the Communications Authority of Kenya (CA) ordered GOtv to reinstate access to FTA 

channels with no restrictions. 

 

11.2 Numerous GOtv subscribers laid formal complaints against GOtv, stating that 

whenever they failed to renew their subscriptions, most of the FTA channels were 

inaccessible until they had paid their subscriptions. In 2015, analogue signals were 

switched off in Kenya and many GOtv subscribers were subjected to these restrictions 

with the country’s transition towards digital migration. 

 

11.3 Following the large number of complaints against GOtv, and another subscription 

broadcaster called StarTimes, the Kenyan regulator directed all licensed DTT 

broadcast signal distributors and DTT pay-TV providers to “unconditionally remove 

any restrictions and enable reception of all FTA broadcast signals from all other DTT 

platforms within forty-eight hours (48 hours) from March 30, 2020, failure to which the 

Authority will take necessary measures”. 

 
11.4 The Kenyan regulator stated that: “... some GOTV set top boxes have been barred 

from receiving FTA channels transmitted from PANG DTT platform or vice versa… 

The said action is contrary to our regulatory directive that all type approved DVB-T2 

set top boxes should be configured to receive all FTA channels transmitted from any 

available DTT platform without any restriction whatsoever. Further, barring reception 

of FTA broadcasting signals is a violation of licence conditions, the Act and 

Regulations. You all appreciate the importance of the public having unrestricted 

access to all free to air channels on all platforms during this period, the Government 

is making all efforts to mitigate the effects of Covid-19.” 

 
11.5 GOtv carries six FTA channels. Of these:  

 
11.5.1 KBC is a public broadcaster. 
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11.5.2 KTN is a commercial FTA channel. 

11.5.3 NTV is a commercial FTA channel. 

11.5.4 K24 is a commercial FTA channel. 

11.5.5 Citizen TV is a commercial FTA channel. 

11.5.6 Kass TV is a commercial FTA channel 

 

11.6 In light of the above, the comparison with Kenya must also be seen in conjunction with 

e.tv’s submissions at the hearing on the delay in digital migration which has resulted 

in a substantial number of viewers watching free-to-air channels via satellite and not 

DTT. As explained at the hearings, it is unlikely that a viewer who has already invested 

in a satellite installation and set-top-box will also be able to invest or have a DTT set-

top-box. As such, when that viewer is unable to pay its monthly subscription fee, it 

loses access to all channels, including the FTA channels which every citizen has a 

right of access to.   

 
11.7 Accordingly, in order to regard a viewer as “digitally migrated” for the purposes of 

accelerating the migration process, ICASA needs to consider prohibiting a 

subscription broadcaster from switching off the FTA channels even where a 

subscriber has not paid their monthly fee. This would allow all viewers to be 

considered “digitally migrated”. Whether this is achieved in these or other regulations 

or in licence conditions  is irrelevant. What is relevant is that it must happen without 

undue delay. 

 
11.8 Regarding the further information sought in these paragraphs, such as whether there 

space for any commercial arrangements amongst FTA broadcasters and pay TV 

operators. E.tv’s investigations are still ongoing and it will make any further information 

available to the Authority on receipt. However, this information is well within the 

knowledge of MultiChoice, and they would be in a position to best answer questions 

(b) and (c) posed by the Authority as set out above.  

 

12 Thomas Ndebele: a) Doesn't e.tv's openview stand to gain from DSTV not carrying 

SABC and e.tv channels? 

b) Aren't those people in Woodstock able to access ovhd which carries both e.tv 

and SABC channels for free? Is it then not a massive exaggeration for e.tv to claim 

that those people will be left without TV? 

c) Aren't e.tv's real commercial incentives being that it wants multichoice to act 

as a common carrier who contributes to e.tv's advertising revenues for free? 
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Would this not be akin to trying to use regulation to subsidise private commercial 

interests? 

d) Does eMedia benefit commercially from carrying SABC channels for free, if so, 

should it not also be obliged to pay the SABC for the channels? 

 
12.1 As explained in the question above, it is unlikely that a viewer who has already 

invested in a DStv decoder and satellite dish will also install an Openview decoder or 

DTT set-top-box. As such, when that viewer is unable to pay its monthly subscription 

fee, it loses access to all channels, including the FTA channels. Irrespective of the 

unknown impact that MultiChoice not carrying the FTA channels on its bouquets will 

have on Openview, what is incontestable is the fact that everyone should have a right 

to receive these free channels for free even if they do not pay their subscriptions for 

whatsoever reason (including, in these times, unaffordability).   

 

12.2 As explained in the question above with reference to the situation in Kenya, it is clear 

that viewers should not be barred from receiving FTA channels from any platform, 

whether it is satellite or DTT.  

 
12.3 Moreover, eMedia would not gain from having FTA channels switched off by 

subscription broadcasters. To the contrary, this would be manifestly at odds with the 

government’s policy regarding universal access and would also possibly be an 

impediment on the right to receive information. 

 
12.4 Regarding the “people in Woodstock”, access to ovhd channels is dependent on 

affordability – the cost of data and internet access. These channels are therefore not 

for free as suggested.  

 
12.5 E.tv’s real commercial incentives are not those as suggested. 

 

13 Should the Authority have any further queries, we would be more than happy to engage 

with the Authority in this regard. 

 

14 Once again, e.tv would like to thank the Authority and looks forward to engaging further 

on this process. 

 

Yours faithfully 
 
Philippa Rafferty 
eMedia Investments: Executive: Legal and Regulatory 



"A"
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